In this paper, we investigate the PBD-closure of sets K with {7, 13} ⊆ K ⊆ {7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37, 43}. In particular, we show that v ≡ 1 mod 6, v ≥ 98689 implies v ∈ B({7, 13}). As a preliminary result, many new 13-GDDs of type 13 q and resolvable BIBD with block size 6 or 12 are also constructed. Furthermore, we show some elements to be not essential in a Wilson bases for the PBD-closed set {v : v ≡ 1 mod 6, v ≥ 7}.
Introduction
Let K be a set of positive integers. Then a pairwise balanced design PBD(v, K) of order v with block sizes from K is a pair (V, B), where V is a finite set (the point set) of cardinality v and B is a family of subsets (called blocks) of V which satisfy the following properties:
(i) every pair of distinct elements of V occurs in exactly one block of B;
(ii) if B ∈ B, then |B| ∈ K.
In a sequence of three papers R.M. Wilson [25, 26, 28 ] developed a theory of PBD-closed sets and the notation of PBD-closure. A set S of positive integers is said to be PBD-closed if the existence of a PBD(v, S) (v > 0) implies that v belongs to S. Let K be a set of positive integers and let B(K) = {v > 0 : ∃ PBD(v, K)}. Then B(K) is a PBD-closed set called the PBD-closure of K. According to Wilson's theory there exists a constant c 0 (K) such that designs PBD(v, K) exist for all v ≥ c 0 (K) which satisfy the congruences (v − 1) ≡ 0 mod α(K) and v(v − 1) ≡ 0 mod β(K), where α(K) = gcd{k − 1 : k ∈ K} and β(K) = gcd{k(k − 1) : k ∈ K}. Concerning the structure of PBD-closed sets Wilson also showed that if S is a PBD-closed set, then S is eventually periodic with period β(S); that is, there exists a constant c 0 (S) such that for every k ∈ S, {v : v ≥ c 0 (S), v ≡ k mod β(S)} ⊆ S.
The theory of PBD-closed sets is a powerful tool for investigations of combinatorial structures, a finite number of known examples of a certain set of objects can establish the existence of the entire set of these objects, for examples, see [22, p. 203] and [27] .
Unfortunately, the constant c 0 (K) is not known in general. Although Wilson's proof is somehow constructive, the estimate of the constant is very large. Therefore, one attempts to determine B(K) for given K as accurately as possible, for a survey, see, for example, [22, Tables 3.17, 3.18] .
In this paper, we investigate the PBD-closure of sets K with {7, 13} ⊆ K ⊆ {7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37, 43}. Our motivation to consider these sets K comes from a problem on pan-orientable block designs. In [19] it is shown that the set of values v which admit a pan-orientable block design (v, 4, 2) is a PBDclosed set containing 7 and 13 and is a subset of N 1,6 = {v : v ≥ 6, v ≡ 1 mod 6}. We are able to give in Section 5 an upper bound on c 0 ({7, 13}): c 0 ({7, 13}) ≤ 98689. More precise upper bounds are obtained when looking at the residues modulo 42. In Table 1 we present the largest possible exception in each residue class 6t + 1 modulo 42, 0 ≤ t < 7. Note that the largest exceptions in the residue classes 1, 7 or 13 modulo 42 are small 6t + 1 modulo 42   1  7  13  19  25  31  37  Largest exception 2605 1645 14293 82549 98683 91507 88447   Table 1 : Largest possible exception in each residue class 6t + 1 modulo 42 compared to largest exceptions for 19, 25, 31 or 37 modulo 42. Therefore, it seems opportune to include in K the smallest values from each fibre modulo 42 in order to eliminate numbers that are in the list of exceptions for B({7, 13}). So, we study in Section 6 the PBD-closure of sets K where {7, 13} ⊂ K ⊆ {7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37, 43}.
The constructions we used to establish these results are partially taken from Mullin and Stinson [23] which determined the PBD-closure of P 1, 6 , where P 1,6 is defined to be the set of prime powers congruent 1 modulo 6. They showed that B(P 1, 6 ) ∪ Q = N 1, 6 , where Q is a set of 31 (possible) exceptions. Subsequently, their result was improved by Greig [17] who removed 9 of the values in Q. In Section 4 a number of new constructions, which are based on Wilsons Fundamental Construction, are introduced. As ingredients for these constructions we will construct many new 13-GDDs of type 13 q and (resolvable) BIBD with block size 6, 12 or 13.
As a consequence of Wilson's existence theory it follows that if S is a PBD-closed set, then there exists a finite subset J ⊆ S such that S = B(J). Such a set J is said to be a finite basis or Wilson basis for the closed set S. An element x ∈ J is called essential if and only if x / ∈ B(J \{x}). Mullin [21] determined a first Wilson basis for the set N 1,6 = B({7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37, 43, 55, 61, 67, 73, 79, 97, 103, 109, 115, 121, 127, 139, 145, 157, 163, 181, 193, 199, 205, 211, 223, 229, 235, 241, 253, 265, 271, 277, 283, 289 
Preliminaries
In this section, we give some definition and notations as well as some preliminary results which will be used in the sequel. We refer the reader to [9] and [12] for undefined terms as well as a general overview of design theory.
Fundamental to our constructions are a number of designs which we define now. A group-divisible design (GDD) is a triple (V, G, B) where V is a set of points, G is a partition of V into groups and B is a collection of subsets of V (called blocks) such that any pair of distinct points in V occurs together either in some group or in exactly one block, but not both. A K-GDD of type g
. . . g tr r is a GDD in which each block has size from the set K and in which there are t i groups of size g i , i = 1, 2, . . . , r. We will denote a {k}-GDD as a k-GDD. Group divisible designs are useful as ingredients in Wilson's Fundamental Construction.
Construction 2.1 Let (V, G, B) be a GDD and let w : V → Z + ∪ {0} (w is called a weight function). Suppose that for each block B ∈ B there is a K-GDD of type {w(x) : x ∈ B}. Then there is a K-GDD of type { x∈G i w(x) :
A transversal design TD(k, n) is a k-GDD of type n k . It is well-known that the existence of a TD (k, n) is equivalent to that of k − 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) of side n. Also, it is well known that for all prime powers q there is a TD(q + 1, q). Our source of TDs is the following result of MacNeish [20] . Lemma 2.2 If a TD(k, m) and a TD(k, n) exist, then a TD(k, mn) exists.
Moreover, we use the full knowledge of the updated MOLS table [4, 13, 6] which provides a list of lower bounds on the number of MOLS of all orders up to 10000. In particular, TD(14, m) play an important role in one of our constructions. Thus, we mention the following result [4, We also require the notion of incomplete designs. An incomplete pairwise balanced design IPBD(v, h, K) is a triple (V, Y, B) where V is a set of v points, Y is a subset of V of size h (Y is called the hole), and B is a collection of subsets of V (blocks) such that (i) any pair of distinct elements of V occur together either in the hole Y or in exactly one block of B, but not both;
Suppose (V, Y, B) is an IPBD(v, h, K) and (Y, Y) is a PBD(h, K). Then we say that (V, B ∪ Y) is a PBD with a flat Y of order h. Note that in any PBD any block can be considered to be a flat.
Lemma 2.4
Suppose there is an IPBD(v, w, K) and an IPBD(w, h, K).
Then there is an IPBD(v, h, K).
Proof. Fill the hole W of the IPBD(v, w, K) with the blocks of the IPBD(w, h, K) defined on the point set W to obtain the desired design. An incomplete transversal design ITD(k; n, m) is a quadruple (V, Y, G, B) where V is a set of kn points, Y is a subset of V of size km (Y is called the hole), G is a partition of V into k groups, each of size n, and B is a collection of k-subsets of V (blocks) such that
(ii) for each group G i ∈ G and each block B j ∈ B, |G i ∩ B j | = 1, and (iii) any pair of points from distinct groups occur together either in the hole Y or in exactly one block, but not both.
Here, we list five criteria for determining the existence of ITDs which follow from results of Brouwer and van Rees [10] .
Lemma 2.5 Suppose there exists a TD(k, m), a TD(k, m+1), a TD(k+1, t), and 0 ≤ u ≤ t. Then there exists an ITD(k; mt + u, u). Lemma 2.6 Suppose there exists a TD(k, m), a TD(k, m + 1), a TD(k, m + 2), a TD(k + 2, t), a TD(k, u) and 0 ≤ u, v ≤ t. Then there exists an ITD(k; mt + u + v, v).
Lemma 2.7 Suppose there exists a TD
Lemma 2.8 Let m > 1 and suppose there exist a TD(k, m), a TD(k, m + 1) and a TD(k + u, t). Then there exists an ITD(k; mt + u, m + u).
Lemma 2.9 If there exists a TD(k, m), then there exists an ITD(k; m, 1).
Known Designs
Some useful group divisible designs arise from transversal designs. A proof of the following lemma is given in [23, Lemmas 2.1, 2.2].
Corollary 3.9 There exist a {7, 13}-GDD 6 13 12 1 and a {7, 13}-GDD 6 12 12
1 . There exist a 7-GDD 6 49 48 1 and a 7-GDD 6 48 48 1 .
Proof. The first two GDDs are obtained from a TD (7, 13 ) and a TD (7, 12) , respectively. The next two GDDs are obtained from a TD (7, 49 ) and a TD (7, 48) , respectively. Note that blocks of size 49 are replaced by blocks of a BIBD(49, 7, 1).
The following is a result of Greig [17, Thm. 8.4] which is based on a construction of Brouwer using Baer subplanes.
Lemma 3.10 If q is a prime power, and 0 < t < q 2 − q + 1, then it follows that t(q 2 + q + 1) + q 2 − q + 1 − t ∈ B({t + 1, q + t, (q 2 − q + 1 − t) * }) and that there exists an IPBD(t(q 2 + q + 1) + q 2 − q + 1 − t, q 2 − q + 1 − t, {t + 1, q + t}).
Constructions
From GDDs, we construct IPBDs by filling in the groups by appropriate ingredient IPBDs.
Lemma 4.1 Suppose there is a K-GDD of type g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n . If we have an IPBD(g i + f, f, K) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and we have a PBD(g 1 + f, K), then there is a PBD(G + f, K) (where G = i=n i=1 g i ) containing a flat of order g 1 + f . In the case our GDD is a TD, we get the following specialization of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.2 Suppose there is a TD(k, n). If {k, n} ⊂ B(K), then there is a PBD(kn, K) containing flats of order k and n. If {k, n + 1} ⊂ B(K), then there is a PBD(kn + 1, K) containing flats of order k and n + 1.
The second construction is a simple application of Wilson's Fundamental Construction.
Lemma 4.3 Suppose there is a TD(t, m) and a k-GDD of type a t . If {k, am} ⊂ B(K), then there is a PBD(atm, K) containing flats of order k and am. If {k, am +1} ⊂ B(K), then there is a PBD(atm+1, K) containing flats of order k and am + 1.
Proof. Take the TD(t, m), a t-GDD m t as the master design in Wilson's Fundamental Construction, apply weight a to all points and replace the blocks of size t by the k-GDD of type a t . In the first case use a PBD(k, K) and a PBD(am, K) to replace the blocks of size k and to fill the groups of size am. In the second case adjoin a common point to all groups and fill these groups with a PBD(am + 1, K).
The next constructions (Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.10) are taken from [23] . They are applications of Wilson's Fundamental Construction together with filling in the groups by appropriate designs.
, and a TD(n + 1, m) exists, and 0 ≤ t ≤ m. Then there is a PBD((n − 1)mk + t(k − 1) + 1, K) containing flats of order k, n, m(k − 1) + 1, m(n − 1) + 1 and t(k − 1) + 1.
Corollary 4.5 Suppose there is a TD(14, m) and 0 ≤ t ≤ m. If {7, 13, 6m+ 1, 12m + 1, 6t + 1} ⊂ B(K), then there is a PBD(84m + 6t + 1, K) containing flats of order 7, 13, 6m + 1, 12m + 1 and 6t + 1. Lemma 4.6 Suppose there exist K-GDDs of group types 1 n+1 and 1 n c 1 . If there is a TD(n + 1, m) and 0 ≤ t ≤ m, then there exists a K-GDD of group type m n (t(c − 1) + m) 1 .
Corollary 4.7 Suppose {u, m, 6t + m} ⊂ B(K) and a TD(u, m) exists. If there is a PBD(u + 6, K) with a flat of order 7, and 0 ≤ t ≤ m, then there exists a PBD(mu + 6t, K) with flats of order m and 6t + m.
Proof. Take n = u − 1 and c = 7 in Lemma 4.6, noting that a PBD(u, K) can be considered as a K-GDD 1 u and a PBD(u + 6, K) containing a flat of order 7 can be considered as a K-GDD 1 u−1 7 1 . Then fill in groups.
Corollary 4.8 Suppose u, m, 12t + m ∈ B(K) and a TD(u, m) exists. If there is a PBD(u + 12, K) with a flat of order 13, and 0 ≤ t ≤ m, then there exists a PBD(mu + 12t, K) with flats of order m and 12t + m.
Proof. Take n = u − 1 and c = 13 in Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.9 Suppose {u, m, 6t+m} ⊂ B(K) and a TD(u, m) exists. If there is a PBD(u + 6, K) with a flat of order 7, a PBD(u + 12, K) with a flat of order 13, and 0 ≤ t ≤ 2m, then there exists a PBD(mu + 6t, K) with flats of order m and 6t + m.
Proof. Write t = x + 2y with x + y ≤ m. Give all points in the TD(u, m) weight 1, except for x and y points in the last group, which get weight 7 and 13, respectively. Apply Wilson's Fundamental Construction using K-GDD 1 u , K-GDD 1 u−1 7 1 and K-GDD 1 u−1 13 1 derived from given PBDs. Then fill in groups.
Lemma 4.10 Suppose {n, m(n − 1) + 1} ⊂ B(K), a TD(n, n), and a TD(n, m) exists. Then there is a PBD((n 2 − 1)m + 1, K) containing flats of order n and m(n − 1) + 1.
In the following we prove a few further applications of Wilson's Fundamental Construction which are useful for our purposes.
Lemma 4.11 Let {7, 13} ⊂ B(K), suppose there is a TD(14, m) and 0 ≤ t ≤ m. If there exist an IPBD(6m + f, f, K), and a) an IPBD(12m + f, f, K) and 6t + f ∈ B(K), or b) an IPBD(6t + f, f, K) and 12m + f ∈ B(K), or c) an IPBD(12m + f, f, K), an IPBD(6t + f, f, K) and 6m + f ∈ B(K), then there is a PBD(84m + 6t + f, K) containing flats of order 7, 13 and a flat of order a) 6t + f , or b) 12m + f , or c) 6m + f .
Proof. Truncate all but t points of the last group of the TD(14, m) to obtain a {13, 14}-GDD Proof. Truncate all but one point of a block of the TD(14, m) to obtain a {13, 14}-GDD m 1 (m − 1) 13 . Giving weight 12 to all points of the group of size m and weight 6 to all other points Wilson's Fundamental Construction yields a {7, 13}-GDD (12m) 1 (6(m − 1)) 13 where we use as ingredient GDDs a {7, 13}-GDD 6
12 12 1 and a {7, 13}-GDD 6 13 12 1 from Corollary 3.9. Again, applying Lemma 4.1 completes the proof.
Lemma 4.13 Let {7, 13} ⊂ B(K), suppose there is a TD(t + 1, m), assume {6t+1, 6t+7} ⊂ B({7}) and 0 ≤ r ≤ m. If there exist an IPBD(6m+f, f, K), a) and 6r + f ∈ B(K), or b) an IPBD(6r + f, f, K) and 6m + f ∈ B(K), then there exists a PBD(6mt + 6r + f, K) containing flats of order 7 and a) 6r + f or b) 6m + f .
Proof. Truncate one group of the TD to size r to obtain a {t, t + 1}-GDD m t r 1 . Give weight 6 to all points and apply Wilson's Fundamental Construction with ingredient GDDs 7-GDD 6 t and 7-GDD 6 t+1 (Lemma 3.5) to get a 7-GDD (6m) t (6r) 1 . Apply Lemma 4.1 for the desired PBD. Proof. Truncate one group to size x + y + z and give weight 48 to z, weight 12 to y and weight 6 to x points of the truncated group. All remaining points get weight 6. Now, Wilson 49 , a 7-GDD 6 50 from Lemma 3.5 and a {7, 13}-GDD 6 51 from Lemma 3.6, to obtain a {7, 13}-GDD (6m) 49 (6t) 1 (6r) 1 . Now adjoining an infinite point and filling groups gives the desired PBD. Note that the existence of a flat of order 13 is guaranteed only if there is a block of size 51 in the master GDD, i.e. only if r, t > 0.
The construction in the other cases is similar (always weight 6 for the points) so that we only need to find the master GDD in each case. Ingredient GDDs 7-GDD 6 t and 7-GDD 6 r exist by Lemma 3.5 if required. For b/c) spike(=extend) one line of a TD(50, m) to size t, then truncate a group to size r. If the t line and r group intersect in a deleted point we get b) a {49, 50, 51, t}-GDD m 49 r 1 1 t−49 , otherwise c) a {49, 50, 51, t}-GDD m 49 r 1 1 t−50 . For d/e) we spike two lines of a TD(49, m) to size t or r, respectively. Here we can assume the groups on the spiked lines coincide as much as possible. There are slight differences if spiked lines intersect within the TD or on the spikes. Within the TD we get d) a {49, 50, 51, r, t}-GDD m 49 2 r−49 1 t−r , while on the spikes e) a {49, 50, 51, r, t}-GDD m 49 2 r−50 1 t−r+1 is obtained. For types f/g), we truncate a group of a TD(51, m) to size t. Then we truncate a block to size r where we do not delete points from the truncated group. If we truncate a 50-block we get f) a {49, 50, 51, r}-GDD m r (m − 1) 50−r t 1 (so we need t < m for a group truncation). Truncating a 51-block gives g) a {49, 50, 51, r}-GDD m r−1 (m − 1) 51−r t 1 (so we need 0 < t). For types h/i), we spike one line of a TD(50, m) to size t. Then we truncate a block to size r of the spiked TD where we do not delete points from the spike. Again, there are slight differences if we truncate a 50-block to obtain g) a {49, 50, 51, r, t}-GDD m r (m − 1) 50−r 1 t−50 or a 51-block to get i) a {49, 50, 51, r, t}-GDD m r−1 (m − 1) 51−r 1 t−50 (so we need 51 ≤ t for a spike).
If the master GDDs above do not have groups of order 7 or 13 we can successfully extend Lemma 4.16 by applying Lemma 4.1 on the master GDDs. Proof. Consider an oval (or hyperoval if q is even) in a projective plane PG(2, q) and delete a point from the (hyper)oval. A TD(q+1, q) is obtained in which each group contains at most one point from the (hyper)oval. Deleting groups yields a TD(51, q) where all groups have exactly one (hyper)oval point. Delete x (hyper)oval points to get a {49, 50, 51}-GDD q 51−x (q − 1) x which in turn with Wilson's Fundamental Construction (weight 6 to all points, 7-GDD 6 49 , 7-GDD 6 50 , {7, 13}-GDD 6 51 ) provides a {7, 13}-GDD (6q) 51−x (6(q−1)) x . Finally, apply Lemma 4.1 to obtain the desired PBD(306q − 6x + f, K). Now delete a non-tangent point (or just a non-hyperoval point if q is even) from PG(2, q) to obtain a TD(q + 1, q) in which there are exactly (q + 1)/2 groups containing no oval point and (q + 1)/2 groups containing exactly two oval points (or exactly q/2 groups containing no hyperoval point and q/2 + 1 groups containing exactly two hyperoval points if q is even). Since we require q ≥ 101 we are able to delete groups in such a way that we get a TD(51, q) where all groups have exactly two (hyper)oval points. Now delete from x groups exactly one (hyper)oval point and from y groups two (hyper)oval points for a {49, 50, 51}-GDD q 51−x−y (q − 1)
y . Again, via Wilson's Fundamental Construction and Lemma 4.1 the desired PBD(306q − 6x − 12y + f, K) is obtained.
We also need the singular indirect product construction which we take from [23] . As a first application of the singular indirect product we obtain the following. Proof. Use the previous lemma to show that {1063, 1069, 1567, 1579} ⊂ B({7, 25, 37, 55, 61, 67}). The details are given in Table 2 . The needed ITDs are all listed in [5] ; they can also be constructed by Lemma 2.5 with m = 16 or 8.
In order to apply the constructions above we need as many ingredient designs as possible. So we present in addition to the designs from Section 3 some new (resolvable) BIBDs for k = 6, 12, 13 by providing suitable base blocks.
Lemma 4.21
If 834 ≤ t ≤ 5460, t is even and q = 6t + 1 is a prime power, then an RBIBD(30t + 6, 6, 1) exists and hence an IPBD(36t + 7, 6t + 1, {7}).
Proof. As in [16] for t ≤ 832 we construct 2t base blocks in GF (5) × GF (q). Let ω be a generator of the multiplicative group GF (q) * and d = (q − 1)/2. We define blocks
The base blocks are S b,a = (1, ω 6a ) · S b with b = 0, 1 and a = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1. It remains to specify γ 1 , γ 2 such that the pure and mixed differences are evenly spread amongst the 6 cyclotomic classes. This is done in the appendix Table 8 . Now with a new point ∞ adjoined and a new base block {∞, (i, 0) : i = 0, 1, . . . , 4} an RBIBD(30t + 6, 6, 1) is obtained where a resolution set is formed by the partial development of the base blocks S b,a mod (5, −) augmented with the new base block. The development of this resolution set mod(−, q) generates the other resolution sets.
The necessary conditions for the existence of a BIBD(v, 13, 1) are v ≡ 1 or 13 mod 156. Until now, only a few BIBD(v, 13, 1) with v reasonably small were known to exist. The following BIBDs of order q, q ≡ 1 mod 156 a prime power, are constructed by difference families using an approach described in [15] . Table 9 it is easy to check that every distance is covered exactly once by the blocks S i . Note that if q = p n is a proper prime power, then an element x ∈ GF (q),
where ω is a root of the primitive polynomial for q from Table 7 .
We can make the above difference families block disjoint by using Abel's adder.
Proof. Define a new difference family by C i = B i + cm i . We will now show there is a choice of c such that
Clearly, we cannot have 0 ∈ (B 0 + c), so this prohibits k values of c. If C i and C j have a common element and i > j, then
This eliminates at most a further Proof. For t = 1 just take a TD (13, 13) . For t = 14 replace the groups of a TD(13, 169) by the 13-GDD 13 13 just obtained. For t = 1, 14 we construct t base blocks in GF (13) × GF (q). Let ω be a generator of the multiplicative group GF (q)
* . We define a block of size 13
The base blocks are S a = (1, ω 6a ) · S with a = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1. With γ 1 , . . . , γ 5 from the appendix Table 10 we get a 13-GDD 13 q where the groups are {(i, x) : i = 0, 1, . . . , 12} for x ∈ GF (q). If we consider the groups to be blocks of size 13 we obtain the desired PBD.
Moreover, we constructed block disjoint difference families of order q, q ≡ 1 mod 132 a prime power, with block size 12 which provide resolvable BIBDs of size 12 when we apply Ray-Chaudhuri-Wilson construction. Tables 11 and 12 it is easy to check that every distance is covered exactly once by the blocks S i .
Lemma 4.27
If t ∈ {30, 33}, 29 ≤ t ≤ 2730, and q = 12t + 1 is a prime power, then an RBIBD(132t + 12, 12, 1) exists and hence an IPBD(144t + 13, 12t + 1, {13}).
Proof. Here, we construct t base blocks in GF (11) × GF (q). Let ω be a generator of the multiplicative group GF (q)
* . We define a block of size 12
The base blocks are S a = (1, ω 6a ) · S with a = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1. With γ 1 , . . . , γ 5 from the appendix Table 13 and the additional base block {∞, (i, 0) : i = 0, 1, . . . , 10} an RBIBD(132t + 12, 12, 1) is obtained.
We actually tried all prime powers < 32768 in the appropriate residue class for our direct constructions. In Lemma 4. 
PBD-Closure of K = {7, 13}
In this section, we show that all positive integers v ≡ 1 mod 6 are in B({7, 13}) with the possible exceptions in Q {7,13} . Q {7,13} contains 3960 elements which are listed in the appendix (Table 14) . To reduce the problem to a finite one we first construct a representative PBD(v, {7, 13}) in each possible residue class r modulo (14 · 84), r ≡ 1, 7 mod 42.
Lemma 5.1 Let R = {r i,j : i = 0, 1, . . . , 13, j = 13, 19, . . . , 79} be given by the entries in Table 3 . If r ∈ R, then r ∈ B({7, 13}). 19303, 19315, 19351, 19393, 19399, 19429, 19435, 19477, 19483, 19513, 19519, 21535, 21613 are from Lemma 4.18 with q = 64, f = 1, 47 ≥ x ≥ 11 or q = 71, f = 1, x = 32, 19 Table 4 and Table 5 . The needed ITDs can all be constructed by Lemmas 2.5-2.9. 
Proof. 
The next result is obtained with a computer run in which we used all constructions and previously known designs mentioned above to eliminate possible exceptions v ≤ 319819. There is not enough space to write down all 49369 constructions here, but we provide a web-page ftp://ftp.math.uni-rostock.de/pub/members/mgruttm/pbdclosure7 13/index.html where for each v at least one construction is given. The computer search left over a set Q {7,13} of 3960 possible exceptions listed in Table 14 . The largest possible exception is 98683. 6 PBD-Closure of sets K where {7, 13} ⊂ K ⊆ {7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37, 43}
Using the same methods as in the previous section we determined the PBD-closure of all sets K where {7, 13} ⊂ K ⊆ {7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37, 43} leaving in each case a number of possible exceptions. The largest exceptions for each K and each fibre 6t + 1 modulo 42 are represented in Table 6 . Again, there is not enough space for the constructions and the sets of exceptions. Hence, we give details at ftp://ftp.math.uni-rostock.de/pub/members/mgruttm/pbdclosure7 13/index.html. 
